PROPOSED AGENDA

1. KYRGYZSTAN - REQUEST FOR OBSERVER STATUS (L/7269)

2. COMMITTEE ON BALANCE-OF-PAYMENTS RESTRICTIONS
   (a) Consultation with South Africa (BOP/R/211)
   (b) Note on meetings of 24-25 May, 1-2 and 7-8 July (BOP/R/212)

3. CANADA - ARTICLE XIX ACTION ON BONELESS BEEF

4. EEC - RESTRICTIONS ON IMPORTS OF APPLES
   - Communication from Chile (DS39/2, DS41/2)

5. EEC - MEMBER STATES' IMPORT REGIMES FOR BANANAS
   - Panel report (DS32/R)

6. MONITORING OF IMPLEMENTATION OF PANEL REPORTS UNDER
   PARAGRAPH 1.3 OF THE APRIL 1989 DECISION ON IMPROVEMENTS TO THE
   GATT DISPUTE SETTLEMENT RULES AND PROCEDURES*

7. EEC - COUNTERVAILING CHARGES ON LEMONS
   - Communication from Argentina (DS45/1)

8. UNITED STATES - LEGISLATION CONCERNING THE USE OF IMPORTED TOBACCO
   BY DOMESTIC CIGARETTE MANUFACTURERS
   (a) Communication from Brazil (DS44/1)
   (b) Communication from Chile (DS44/2)

9. JAPAN - RESTRICTIONS ON IMPORTS OF CERTAIN AGRICULTURAL
   PRODUCTS
   - Follow-up on the Panel Report**
     (a) Communication from Australia (DS25/2, 4)
     (b) Communication from New Zealand (DS25/3)

---

*BISD 36S/61.
**BISD 35S/163.

93-1516
10. ROSTER OF NON-GOVERNMENTAL PANELISTS
   (a) Proposed nomination by Austria (C/W/751)
   (b) Proposed nominations by Canada (C/W/754/Rev.1)
   (c) Proposed nomination by Hungary (C/W/753)

11. HARMONIZED SYSTEM - REQUEST FOR WAIVER UNDER ARTICLE XXV:5
    - Venezuela (C/W/745, L/7238)

12. COMMITTEE ON BUDGET, FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
    - Report of the Committee (L/7288)

OTHER BUSINESS